
Practice Quiz         Physical Science 111 

Soil, Mass Wasting, Erosion, Streams 

Multiple Choice:  Choose the best answer to each question. There is only one correct answer. 

1. Rapids and waterfalls are characteristic of what stage of stream valley development? 

a. youth  b. maturity  c. old age  d. rejuvenation 

 

2. Which of the following mass wasting events would be the fastest? 

a. slump  b. rock avalanche  c. soil creep  d. earth flow 

 

3. All of the following factors affect stream velocity except: 

a. gradient  b. temperature  c. channel width  d. channel depth 

 

4. Delta are formed at the __________________ of a steam. 

a. mouth  b. head   c. meanders  d. bed 

 

5. The largest quantity of fresh water is: 

a. frozen in glaciers  b. flowing in steams c. underground  d. in lakes 

 

6. A stream transports sediment in all of the following ways except: 

a. suspended load  b. saltation  c. evaporation  d. dissolved load 

 

7. All of the following are agents of erosion except: 

a. wind   b. ice   c. water  d. clouds 

 

8. A geological feature formed as a result of frost wedging consisting of stones at the base of a slope is: 

a. an exfoliation dome b. a talus slope  c. an outcrop  d. a ravine 

 

9. A lake formed as a result of a meander in a river being cut off is: 

a. an oxbow lake  b. a crescent lake c. an island bar  d. a swamp 

 

10. The boundary between waters that flow to the gulf and waters that flow to the Pacific Ocean is: 

a. a barrier reef  b. the Continental Divide c. a mountain range 

True/False 

_________1. Precipitation exceeds evaporation over the oceans. 

__________2. Sea level is the ultimate base level. 

__________3. Fertile soils must have sand, clay and silt in them. 

__________4. Old river valleys frequently have waterfalls in them. 

__________5. During mass wasting material moves downslope under the influence of gravity. 

Completion 

1. _____________ is a measure of the maximum size of particles a stream can transport. 

2. Soils resting on the bedrock from which they formed are called ______________soils. 

3. _________________ are built along steams to control flooding. 

4. Lateral erosion takes place in a mature stream valley because the stream has _____________ 

5. The quantity of water that empties out of the mouth of a stream is called the _____________. 



Answers 

Multiple Choice 

1. a      2.  b     3. b      4. a 5. a 6. c. 7. d 8. b 9. a 10. b. 

 

True/False 

1. F 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. T 

Completion 

1. competence 

2. residual 

3. levees 

4. meanders 

5. discharge  

  


